
 

 

Surface, Submerge (2012). Photograph. 



 

 

KAREN MCRAE 

Karen McRae is an Ottawa-based photographer who is particularly 
interested in capturing the changing details of nature. Conscious about 
the constant interactions between one and his or her surroundings, 
McRae aims at reproducing in her work the large and the minute details 
of beauty and change occurring throughout the seasons. By using a 
minimalist approach to photography and very often the theme of water, 
McRae evokes the juxtaposition between the enduring and the 
ephemeral, and in the process, highlights the temporality of time. In this 
context, Surface, Submerge, recent series of water-based photography, 
demonstrates this focus.  

In Surface, Submerge, one notices the engagement of the artist with the 
transitional stages of nature. On a formal level, McRae has captured the 
reflections of trees on a moving water surface; yet, McRae’s 
individualistic approach must be interpreted in deeper terms. Using an 
in-camera double exposure, the artist was able to reveal distinct layers of 
light and shadow on a rippling surface, thus creating three-dimensionality. 
As the central elements in this composition, the ripples convey great 
animosity and fluidity, as if echoing a soft melody.  

Another fascinating aspect of this photograph is its resemblance to an 
abstract landscape painting. In fact, the mosaic-like appearance of ripples 
is reminiscent of tiny brushstrokes on a canvas. As McRae describes: “I 
find it interesting when an image looks like it crosses over to another art 
form, such as when a photograph might also appear to be a drawing or a 
painting.  That instance represents another layer of transformation or 
duality in an image.” Hence, this quality calls upon the universal sense of 
duality present within any given image. 

With a methodology that goes beyond a question of aesthetic in nature, 
Karen McRae’s photography resonates with semi-permanence. As for 
her Surface, Submerge series, poetic and articulate in conception, they 
attest to astounding qualities of transcendence, ephemerality and beauty.  

- Tianmo Zhang 

 


